
Chinese New Year 2024 in 
Singapore Celebrating the Year of 
the Dragon with Exquisite 
MICHELIN Eats 
 
As the Chinese New Year of 2024 dawns, ushering in the Year of the Dragon, a symbol of strength, 
wealth, and good fortune, it presents the perfect opportunity for grand celebrations. Singapore's 
MICHELIN Guide has spotlighted an array of restaurants that are rolling out special Lunar New Year 
menus, featuring traditional delights such as yu sheng platters and lavish poon choi pots, tailored for 
festive gatherings. 
 
JAG: Offering a Distinctive French Take on Yu Sheng 
At JAG, a one MICHELIN-starred establishment, the Lunar New Year is marked by a unique interpretation 
of the classic yu sheng. For $128+, from 6-25 February 2024, diners can enjoy a vibrant mix of carrots, 
beetroots, radishes, daikon, and cabbage, each ingredient chosen for its symbolic wish for prosperity 
and health. The dish is elevated with cured salmon, smoked scallops, and marinated shrimps, rounded 
off with watercress crackers and a distinctive argousier and blood orange dressing. 
 
Shisen Hanten: An Exclusive Lunar New Year Experience 
MICHELIN-starred Shisen Hanten by Chen Kentaro is preparing a special menu for the Lunar New Year, 
priced at $158+ per person. This menu skillfully combines Sichuan and Cantonese culinary traditions, 
featuring dishes like Crab Roe Foie Gras Chawanmushi and Steamed Hybrid Grouper, and a yu sheng 
platter accented with Dragon Fruit Sauce. 
 
Summer Pavilion: Luxurious Celebrations with a Touch of Elegance 
At Summer Pavilion, a one MICHELIN-starred venue, the celebration becomes more exquisite with the 
Geoduck Clam with Black Caviar Yu Sheng. Available from 9-24 February 2024, starting at $148+ per 
person, the menu includes premium selections such as Braised South African Abalone and Poached 
Ibérico Rice Dumplings. 
 
Golden Peony: A Lavish Group Dining Experience 
Golden Peony, recognized by MICHELIN, showcases Chef Ku Keung's expertise through luxurious set 
menus designed for up to ten guests, featuring a sumptuous yu sheng with lobster and golden coin 
chicken bak kwa. 
 
Madame Fan: Where Tradition Meets Contemporary Flair 
Madame Fan, another venue selected by MICHELIN, blends tradition with modernity in its Lunar New 
Year offerings, including the Bountiful Blessings Lobster Yu Sheng and a Prosperity Poon Choi, available 
for takeaway from 15 January to 25 February 2024. 
 
Man Fu Yuan: Celebrating the Dragon Year in Grand Style 
In celebration of the Year of the Dragon, Man Fu Yuan is going all out with the "Dragon’s Wealth" Yu 
Sheng, featuring a striking golden dragon head. From 15 January to 29 February 2024, guests can 



indulge in luxurious Lunar New Year specialties amidst the festive atmosphere of Bugis. The Lobby 
Lounge and LUCE by Davide Giacomelli also join in with special menus and a Sunday Champagne Buffet 
recommended for its lavish offerings. 
 
Shang Palace: Cantonese Excellence and Festive Specials 
Shang Palace is serving up eight-course feasts and festive takeaways, including handcrafted nian gao. 
With options starting at $188+ per person, diners can savor dishes such as Steamed Atlantic Cod Fish 
and Pan-fried Foie Gras. 
 
Yì By Jereme Leung: Curated Dining and Home Celebration Options 
Yì By Jereme Leung stands out with its array of set menus and à la carte dishes, featuring highlights like 
Golden Roasted Duck and Baked Green Asian Lobster, available from 3 January to 24 February 2024. 
Special yu sheng platters and unique desserts are also on offer for those preferring to celebrate at 
home. 
 
If you're looking for a MICHELIN-starred spot to mark the Chinese New Year 2024, celebrating the 
auspicious Year of the Dragon, these are some exceptional choices recognized for their culinary 
excellence by the MICHELIN Guide Singapore, rolling out special Lunar New Year menus. These 
restaurants guarantee an unforgettable dining experience. With options ranging from exclusive set 
menus to lavish group dining experiences, celebrating the Lunar New Year at one of these MICHELIN-
starred or selected venues will be a memorable affair, paying homage to the strength, wealth, and good 
fortune symbolized by the Year of the Dragon. 
 
 
 


